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Recap: SuperKEKB overviewRecap: SuperKEKB overview

•• SuperSuper--high luminosity high luminosity ≅≅ 88××10103535 cmcm−−22ss−−11

50 × present world record (recorded at KEKB)50 × present world record (recorded at KEKB)

• Letter of Intent (LoI) in 2004
276 authors from 61 institutions
available at http://belle.kek.jp/superb/loi
“Physics at Super B Factory”

hep-ex/0406071

• HEP community in Japan is now discussing the Grand Lepton 
Collider plan to accommodate both SuperKEKB and ILC.

summer 2006 ~0.5/ab

SuperKEKB ~ 50/ab
• Natural extension of KEKB 
• 8 × 1035 cm−2s−1 with technologies 

proven at KEKB, together with a few 
modifications ×100
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Changes since SuperKEKB LoIChanges since SuperKEKB LoI

•• New results from Belle/BaBar with improved analysesNew results from Belle/BaBar with improved analyses
–– Better background rejection lead to evidence for B Better background rejection lead to evidence for B τντν
–– TimeTime--dependent CP violation meas. also improveddependent CP violation meas. also improved
–– Isospin analysis for Isospin analysis for φφ22 proven with proven with ππππ, , ρπρπ, , ρρρρ

•• New results from other experimentsNew results from other experiments
–– Bs mixing from CDF/D0Bs mixing from CDF/D0

•• Progress in theory, proposals for new measurementsProgress in theory, proposals for new measurements

Need to update physics studies done for LoI. Need to include new studies.Need to update physics studies done for LoI. Need to include new studies.

Workshop held at KEK in September. Interim reports given.
BNM2006 (B Factories and New Measurements)
http://www-conf.kek.jp/bnm/2006/

Workshop held at KEK in September. Interim reports given.
BNM2006 (B Factories and New Measurements)
http://www-conf.kek.jp/bnm/2006/

More than 100 participants: Many new ideas proposed. Very fruitful !More than 100 participants: Many new ideas proposed. Very fruitful !
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New results (not in LoI)New results (not in LoI)

•• Modes with neutrinosModes with neutrinos
–– B B μν   (1 ν)μν   (1 ν)
–– B B τν   (>1 ν)τν   (>1 ν)

•• New ideasNew ideas
–– Use of conversion photonsUse of conversion photons

•• SS(B(B00 ππ00ππ00) measurements with vertices from ) measurements with vertices from γγ ee ee 
•• B B K*K*γγ with with γγ eeee

–– Direct CP violation in BDirect CP violation in B00 KKSSππ00 vs. Bvs. B ΚπΚπ sum rule: sum rule: ΔΔAA(K(KSSππ00))
–– Upsilon(5S) and other energiesUpsilon(5S) and other energies
–– Ambitious detectors (not covered in this talk)Ambitious detectors (not covered in this talk)

•• Estimations based on new measurements at BelleEstimations based on new measurements at Belle
–– Br(B Br(B XXddγγ))
–– SS(B(B00 ρρ00γγ))
–– TPC (triple product correlations) with B TPC (triple product correlations) with B VVVV

•• Progress in theory sideProgress in theory side
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BB μνμν

•• Br(BBr(B μ νμ ν) upper limit measurement :) upper limit measurement :
significance is about 1.3significance is about 1.3σσ from the current Belle results (250fbfrom the current Belle results (250fb--11))

Luminsoity(ab-1)
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3.73.755σσ
1.31.333σσ

Lum (abLum (ab--11))sigmasigma

3σ
5σ

Assuming that significance depends on luminosity in the following plot

 Hadronic-tagging :
Need 15ab-1 for the 3σ sensitivity

•• Highly energetic muonHighly energetic muon
•• Accompanied B reconstructed with the remaining particles (neutriAccompanied B reconstructed with the remaining particles (neutrino no 

reconstruction technique)reconstruction technique)

Cf.  5σ @ 5.8ab−1

with SM branching ratio 

Ikado
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ΔfB(LQCD) = 5%

95.5%C.L. 
exclusion regions 

rH 2σ

rH

5ab -1

50ab -1 If Δ|Vub| = 0 & ΔfB = 0

ta n / Hmβ

HH±± constraints fconstraints from B rom B τντν: SuperKEKB projections: SuperKEKB projections

Use known fB and |Vub |
Ratio to the SM BF.
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Constraints at SuperConstraints at Super--B (cont.)B (cont.)
Charged Higgs Mass Reach 

(95.5%CL @ tanβ=30)

M
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Luminsoity(ab-1)

Only exp. error
(ΔVub=0%, ΔfB=0%)

ΔVub=2.5%, ΔfB=2.5%

ΔVub=5%, ΔfB=5%
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Constraints at SuperConstraints at Super--B from BB from B DDτντν

••

••

H± search in B Dτν
Similar to B τν

cb

τ +
H+/W
+

ντ

tan cotb cm mβ β+

tanmτ β

(no update from LoI yet)
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Full reconstruction modesFull reconstruction modes Int. Lumi (ab-1)
0         5        10                  20                 30    40                   50

B τν 5σ 10%                                                        3% 
Μ(Η+)>400GeV (2σ)

at tanβ = 30

B μν 5σ@3.7ab-1 with present central value
5σ@5.8ab-1 with SM branching ratio

B K+νν 5σ@33ab-1                                   

Very important progress on these theoretically clean modes !

Need to work on B K*νν, Ksνν

Need to work on Bd μ+μ−, e+e-

similar sensitivity from B Dτνsimilar sensitivity from B Dτν

updated New !
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Isospin analysis w/ or w/o Isospin analysis w/ or w/o SS0000
((SS term for Bterm for B00 ππ00ππ00))

• Reconstruction efficiency 
w/ vertexing: 1.3%

• How many signal events w/ 
50/ab data?: 850 events.

• Toy MC
– # of signal =850
– three cases: signal fraction = 

100%, 50%, 25%.
– resolution function obtained 

from Geant MC
– tagging efficiency 30%.

• RMS of fitted S00
– δS00 = 0.18 (for sig. 

frac.=100%), 0.26 (50%) and 
0.36 (25%)
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δS00=0.36 δS00=0.26 δS00=0.18

w/ S00
φ2 with 50/ab

w/o S00

Cf. Larger vtx detector larger conversion eff
Detector optimization large improvement

Ishino, Hazumi, Yoshikawa
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Photon polarization in B Photon polarization in B K*K*γγ with with γγ ee++ee−−
Nakao
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ΔΔAA(B(B00 KKSSππ00))

M. Gronau, Phys. Lett. B627 (2005) 82.

Sum rule

can be improved by optimizing flavor tagging

Chao
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Upsilon(5S) and other energiesUpsilon(5S) and other energies
•• Upsilon(5S)Upsilon(5S)

–– Belle results with engineering runs (1.86/fb) at ICHEP2006Belle results with engineering runs (1.86/fb) at ICHEP2006

–– Belle recorded 21.7/fb (June 9Belle recorded 21.7/fb (June 9--31, 2006). Results expected in the winter 31, 2006). Results expected in the winter 
conferencesconferences

•• Branching fractions for semileptonic Bs decays: 5~10% accuracyBranching fractions for semileptonic Bs decays: 5~10% accuracy
•• Br[Bs Br[Bs DsDs(*)+(*)+DsDs(*)(*)--]: ~30% accuracy]: ~30% accuracy

–– ~100/fb to reach SM Br for Bs ~100/fb to reach SM Br for Bs γγγγ

–– Need more studies on Need more studies on ΔΓΔΓ//ΓΓ with Bs with Bs sensitive to cosine of a new phasesensitive to cosine of a new phase

•• Upsilon(3S): best place to search for light dark matter candidatUpsilon(3S): best place to search for light dark matter candidateses
•• Upsilon(1SUpsilon(1S--4S): test of lepton universality4S): test of lepton universality

O(1) month running at SuperKEKB enough for ~1/ab

Drutskoi, Pierini

Tajima, Hazumi

Sanchis-Losano
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B B XXddγγ at 5/abat 5/ab
Nishida
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SS(B(B00 ρρ00γ)γ) Sumisawa
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And many other sensitivity numbers how to use them for new physics studies ?

Chen
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b b s/d precision summarys/d precision summary

RK 0.07                                       0.02

Int. Lumi (ab-1)
0         5        10                  20                 30    40                   50

ACP(b sγ)        0.01                                                   0.005

A9 11%                                       4%

A10 13%                                        4%

B Xdγ 7.5σ
S(Ksπ0γ)            0.1                                                0.03

S(ρ0γ) 0.3 0.1  

AR w/ γpol 3σ if AR~AL

S(KsKsKs)         0.105                                         0.037
S(φK0)                0.073                                        0.029
S(η’K0)              0.038                                          0.020

ΔA(Ksπ0) 0.072 0.050  

no update updated New !
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CKM fit at SuperKEKBCKM fit at SuperKEKB Int. Lumi (ab-1)
0         5        10                  20                 30    40                   50

φ1                      0.016                                    0.012  

φ2                                                               2deg*.

φ3                                                               <2deg**.

Vub(inclsv)       6.6%                                          6.1%

Vub(exclsv)     ~12%                                            ~5%

*φ2 theory error
will be an issue.

**φ3 assumes ~10/fb
ψ(3770) DD for
theory-uncertainty-free
measurements

50/ab

Itoh, Krokovny, Kusaka, Limosani
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ττ LFV: Estimated ULs at 5abLFV: Estimated ULs at 5ab--11

Estimated
upper limit
range of Br

PDG2006
Belle
Babar

based on eff. 
and NBG of 
most sensitive 
analysis

Hayasaka
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SuperKEKB projections for SuperKEKB projections for ττ μγμγ

535fb-1

5ab-1

%

~proportional to sqrt(N)
with 3ab-1 data sample
UL will reach 9x10-9.

MSSM+Seesaw

Hayasaka
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Theory: Super KEKB LoI updateTheory: Super KEKB LoI update

•• Update the SUSY case study as an example of new physics models, Update the SUSY case study as an example of new physics models, 
including the Bs mixingincluding the Bs mixing. . 

•• Add new measurementsAdd new measurements
e.g. Triple product correlations. e.g. Triple product correlations. 
New ideas on rightNew ideas on right--handed current search in radiative B decays.handed current search in radiative B decays.

new idea also coverednew idea also covered by A.Soniby A.Soni’’s talk todays talk today

•• More discussions on B leptonic decays, semiMore discussions on B leptonic decays, semi--tauonic decays, and tau tauonic decays, and tau 
LFV decays.LFV decays.

•• Add theoretical motivations and phenomenological introduction toAdd theoretical motivations and phenomenological introduction to
Bs physics. Bs physics. 

Okada
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ScheduleSchedule

•• BNM2006BNM2006--IIII
–– December 18, 19 in NaraDecember 18, 19 in Nara

•• after CKM2006 in Nagoya (Dec.12after CKM2006 in Nagoya (Dec.12--16)16)
–– Finalize sensitivity studiesFinalize sensitivity studies

•• Revised SuperKEKB physics book by the end of Revised SuperKEKB physics book by the end of 
20062006
–– Aim for publicationAim for publication

•• Include the results in the yellow reportInclude the results in the yellow report
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Bkg & TRG rate in futureBkg & TRG rate in future

4.14.1
9.49.4
55

1.21.2
1.61.6

~1.5~1.5

HER curr. (A)HER curr. (A)
LER curr. (A)LER curr. (A)

vacuum vacuum (10(10--77Pa)Pa)

x 20x 20--Bkg increaseBkg increase
1414
1010

44

0.40.4
0.20.2
0.20.2

TRG rate (kHz)TRG rate (kHz)
phys. originphys. origin
Bkg originBkg origin

8080~1~1LuminosityLuminosity
((10103434cmcm--22secsec--11))

SuperBSuperBKEKBKEKB

Synchrotron radiation
Beam-gas scattering (inc. intra-beam scattering)
Radiative Bhabha

SVD CDC PID / ECL KLM

KEKB
Bkg

x10 Bkg

x20 Bkg
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SuperBelle detectorSuperBelle detector
SC solenoid
1.5T

New readout 
and 
computing 
systems

CsI(Tl) 16X0

pure CsI (endcap)
Aerogel Cherenkov counter
+ TOF counter

“TOP” + RICH

Si vtx. det.
4 lyr. DSSD

2 pixel/striplet lyrs. 
+ 4 lyr. DSSD

Tracking + dE/dx
small cell + He/C2H6

remove inner lyrs.
Use fast gas

μ / KL detection
14/15 lyr. RPC+Fe

tile scintillator

In general, requirements less severe than those for LHC 
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Recap: Sensitivities (SuperKEKB LoI)Recap: Sensitivities (SuperKEKB LoI)

LHCb (0.002 ab-1)

-0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

|Vub|
φ3(Bs → DsK)
φ3(Bs → KK)

φ3(DK(*))
φ2(ρπ)

φ2(ππ isospin)
sin2φ1

Br(B0 → Dτν)
Br(B+ → Dτν)

Br(B+ → K+νν)
Br(Bs → μ+μ-)

C10 w/ AFB(K*l+l-) no info

C9 w/ AFB(K*l+l-) no info

ACP(B → Xsγ)
Br(B → Xsγ)

S(K*0γ)
sin2χ(Bs → J/ψφ)

ΔS(π0Ks)
ΔS(KsKsKs)

ΔS(η’Ks)
ΔS(K+K-Ks) no info

ΔS(φKs)

SuperKEKB at 50 ab-1

-0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

|Vub|
φ3(Bs → DsK)
φ3(Bs → KK)

φ3(DK(*))
φ2(ρπ)

φ2(ππ isospin)
sin2φ1

Br(B0 → Dτν)
Br(B+ → Dτν)

Br(B+ → K+νν)
Br(Bs → μ+μ-)

C10 w/ AFB(K*l+l-)
C9 w/ AFB(K*l+l-)

ACP(B → Xsγ)
Br(B → Xsγ)

S(K*0γ)
sin2χ(Bs → J/ψφ)

ΔS(π0Ks)
ΔS(KsKsKs)

ΔS(η’Ks)
ΔS(K+K-Ks)

ΔS(φKs)

SuperKEKB at 5 ab-1

-0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

|Vub|
φ3(Bs → DsK)
φ3(Bs → KK)

φ3(DK(*))
φ2(ρπ)

φ2(ππ isospin)
sin2φ1

Br(B0 → Dτν)
Br(B+ → Dτν)

Br(B+ → K+νν)
Br(Bs → μ+μ-)

C10 w/ AFB(K*l+l-)
C9 w/ AFB(K*l+l-)

ACP(B → Xsγ)
Br(B → Xsγ)

S(K*0γ)
sin2χ(Bs → J/ψφ)

ΔS(π0Ks)
ΔS(KsKsKs)

ΔS(η’Ks)
ΔS(K+K-Ks)

ΔS(φKs)

SuperKEKB 5ab-1 50ab-1 LHCb 2fb-1
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Major Achievements Expected at SuperKEKBMajor Achievements Expected at SuperKEKB
Case 1: All Consistent with Kobayashi-Maskawa TheoryCase 1: All Consistent with Kobayashi-Maskawa Theory

Discovery of B Kνν

Discovery of B Dτν
Discovery of B μν

CKM Angle Measurements with 1 degree precision

Discovery of CP Violation in Charged B Decays

Discovery of Direct CP Violation in B0 Kπ Decays (2005)

Discovery of CP Violation in Neutral B Meson System (2001)

|Vub| with 5% Precision

Search for New CP-Violating Phase in b s with 1 degree precision

“Discovery” with
significance > 5σ

Discovery of New Subatomic Particles

sin2θW with O(10-4) precision
Observations with 
Υ(5S), Υ(3S) etc.
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Major Achievements Expected at SuperKEKBMajor Achievements Expected at SuperKEKB

Discovery of B Kνν

Discovery of B Dτν
Discovery of B μν

CKM Angle Measurements with 1 degree precision

Discovery of CP Violation in Charged B Decays

Discovery of Direct CP Violation in B0 Kπ Decays (2005)

Discovery of CP Violation in Neutral B Meson System (2001)

|Vub| with 5% Precision

Search for New CP-Violating Phase in b s with 1 degree precision

“Discovery” with
significance > 5σ

Discovery of New Subatomic Particles

sin2θW with O(10-4) precision
Observations with 
Υ(5S), Υ(3S) etc.

Case 2: New Physics with Extended Flavor StructureCase 2: New Physics with Extended Flavor Structure

# SUSY GUT with
gluino mass = 600GeV,
tanβ = 30

Discovery of Lepton Flavor 
Violation in τ μγ Decays#

Discovery of Lepton Flavor 
Violation in τ μγ Decays#

Discovery of New Right-Handed 
Current in b s Transitions #

Discovery of New Right-Handed 
Current in b s Transitions #

Discovery of New CP Violation
in B0 φK0 Decays#

Discovery of New CP Violation
in B0 φK0 Decays#
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Which is the correctWhich is the correct
description of Nature ?description of Nature ?
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No Super B factory,No Super B factory,
no answer.no answer.
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Split fermions in large extra dimensions

Universal extra dimensions

Universal extra dimensionsKK graviton exchange
mSUGRA (moderate tan )

mSUGRA ( large tan )

SU(5) SUSY GUT with   R

Effective SUSY

Bd u
nitarity

Time-dependent  violation
CP

Rare  decays
B
Other signals

Physics at SuperKEKBPhysics at SuperKEKB
isis

““DNA Identification DNA Identification 
of New Physicsof New Physics””..

© D. Hitlin
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Outline of SuperKEKB physics bookOutline of SuperKEKB physics book

•• Basic structure remains the same.Basic structure remains the same.
•• Some more descriptions about why a Super B factory is Some more descriptions about why a Super B factory is 

essentially important.essentially important.
–– TeV new physics introduces new flavor mixing and CP violation. TeV new physics introduces new flavor mixing and CP violation. 

•• Mixing is often large as history tells.Mixing is often large as history tells.

–– Measurements needed to uncover the flavor structure.Measurements needed to uncover the flavor structure.
–– 50/ab sufficient to study couplings of TeV particles 50/ab sufficient to study couplings of TeV particles 

•• 30/fb for observation of CP violation from top30/fb for observation of CP violation from top--quark couplingquark coupling
•• LHC energy 7 times higher than Tevatron LHC energy 7 times higher than Tevatron New physics effect: 1/7New physics effect: 1/722 ~ 1/7~ 1/7
•• Sufficient statistics: 30/fb x [7Sufficient statistics: 30/fb x [722 ~ (7~ (722))2  2  ]   ]   1.5/ab ~ 1.5/ab ~ 75/ab75/ab

–– Theoretically clean measurements with experimentally clean Theoretically clean measurements with experimentally clean 
environments; some key measurements carried out only at a Super environments; some key measurements carried out only at a Super 
B.B.


